The global real world patient
data analytics platform for life
sciences and healthcare research
SENSIGHT is the first data analytics platform to provide
industrial scale access to insights from anonymised
and de-identified real world data across multiple
therapy areas, combined with built in simple to use
research algorithms.
The platform provides life science professionals, medical
research academics and clinicians with instant access
to AI research capability to analyse health insights
across a curated common data environment, without
compromising patient privacy.

Longitudinal Real World Data from
multiple healthcare partners
Rich datasets drawn from diverse populations,
curated by ML experts

De-identified and anonymised patient data
(EHR, imaging and -omics)

10m patient records

Proprietary analytics tools

(by end 2021)

Multiple therapeutic areas

Single user access
Common data models

Secure, rapid, AI enabled
data analytics platform

Use cases for life sciences

Powerful analytics,
affordable price

Use cases for healthcare (currently in development)

Synthetic control arms using longitudinal EHR data to
support clinical trials

Support for routine clinical practice and
performance measurement

Patient stratification using longitudinal EHR data to
support clinical development

Patient pathway tracker

Support for drug launch and reimbursement strategies
Analyses of disease progression & image quantification
Support for target identification by combining
longitudinal EHR and genetic/genomic data sets

Referral service for clinical trials
Support for algorithm development and testing
Development of real time decision support tools
Access to analytics tools for clinical research

sensynehealth.com/sensight

Benefits
Unrivalled, easy and affordable single
subscriber pricing

Accelerating discovery and development
of new drugs

Access to insights from deep, highly curated
longitudinal real world data across
multiple diseases

Refining market access strategies for new
or existing drugs

Precision analytics tools for life science and
healthcare use cases
Reduced clinical trial attrition by quickly
assessing feasibility
Reduced cost and duration of clinical trials
by optimising trial design

Referral support for companies interested
in clinical trials
Connects international professional
collaboration across the life-sciences and
healthcare sectors to drive improved patient
care, reduce costs and accelerate medical
discovery and development

Subscriber model

£25,000 per person per year
Additional products are available to SENSIGHT
subscribers, for specific research projects*.

Additional services are available to support your
specific research needs*.

Biomarker search

Additional data for synthetic control arm trials

Image quantification

Synthetic imaging control arms

Outcomes based pricing data tracker

Complex patient stratification

Algorithm development and testing services

Bespoke analysis of real world data

*Fees will be costed on a project-specific basis

Protecting patient privacy
We know patient data is precious so protecting it
is our first priority. We never share data. We never
sell data. Data never leaves Sensyne.
The platform instead rapidly interrogates
Sensyne’s deep diverse datasets and delivers
intelligent analytics and data-driven insights, not
the data itself. It does not allow SENSIGHT users
access to any patient data directly.

For more information, or to arrange a demo, please contact:

info@sensynehealth.com
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